CHARACTER
What's your name?

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
You remind me of [ANY CELEBRITY/HISTORICAL FIGURE]

CHARACTER
Yeah?

CHARACTER
[QUOTE ASSOCIATED WITH A CELEBRITY/HISTORICAL FIGURE]

CHARACTER
I don't know.

CHARACTER
Come on.

CHARACTER
Sorry, you are...?

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
Oh.

CHARACTER
And you're here?

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
Of course.
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CHARACTER
So should we get down to it?

CHARACTER
First tell me what you think of this?

CHARACTER
I don't know what to say.

CHARACTER
What's your opinion?

CHARACTER
[HIS/HER/YOUR/MY/THEIR/ITS] opinion?

CHARACTER
Why not?

CHARACTER
I don't know.

CHARACTER
Try.

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
Why?

CHARACTER
It's just an opinion.

CHARACTER
You think?

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
Hard to argue with that.
CHARACTER
What [ARE, AM, IS] [I, YOU, WE, HE, SHE, THEY, THAT, IT] doing?

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
No.

CHARACTER
What else?

CHARACTER
Will it work?

CHARACTER
[YES, NO, MAYBE]

CHARACTER
If it [DOES, DOESN'T]?

CHARACTER
[7 WORD OR LESS RESPONSE]

CHARACTER
That's reassuring.

CHARACTER
Look.

CHARACTER
It's that simple.